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		Dark matter is a frequently discussed topic in contemporary particle physics. Written strictly in the language of particle physics and quantum field theory, these course-based lecture notes focus on a set of standard calculations that students need in order to understand weakly interacting dark matter candidates.

	
		After introducing some general features of these dark matter agents and their main competitors, the Higgs portal scalar and supersymmetric neutralinos are introduced as our default models. In turn, this serves as a basis for exploring four experimental aspects: the dark matter relic density extracted from the cosmic microwave background; indirect detection including the Fermi galactic center excess; direct detection; and collider searches. Alternative approaches, like an effective theory of dark matter and simplified models, naturally follow from the discussions of these four experimental directions.
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Core Java™ 2 Volume I - Fundamentals, Seventh EditionPrentice Hall, 2004
In late 1995, the Java programming language burst onto the Internet scene and gained instant celebrity status. The promise of Java technology was that it would become the universal glue that connects users with information, whether that information comes from web servers, databases, information...
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Using Your Web Skills To Make Money: Secrets of a Successful Online Course Creator and Other Income Strategies that Really WorkApress, 2018

	
		Discover what you need to learn to thrive and master online course creation and other income generating strategies that really work. This short book is the story of what worked and what didn’t for author Azat Mardan, giving you the best tools and inspiration to achieve your monetary, career, creative, or contributorship...
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Application Development with Parse using iOS SDKPackt Publishing, 2013

	Develop the backend of your applications instantly using Parse iOS SDK


	Overview

	
		Build your applications using Parse iOS which serves as a complete cloud-based backend service
	
		Understand and write your code on cloud to minimize the load on the client side
	
		Learn how to create...
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Introduction to Data Mining Using SAS Enterprise MinerSAS Institute, 2006

	If you have an abundance of data, but no idea what to do with it, this book was written for you! Packed with examples from an array of industries, Introduction to Data Mining Using SAS Enterprise Miner provides you with excellent starting points and practical guidelines to begin data mining today. Author Patricia Cerrito encourages you to...
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The Networked Supply Chain: Applying Breakthrough BPM Technology to Meet Relentless Customer DemandsJ. Ross Publishing, Inc, 2003

	This cutting-edge book illustrates how to implement a new breakthrough BPM technology that makes the vision of

	the networked enterprise a reality. BPM is changing the competitive business landscape. This breakthrough

	technology provides businesses with the means to manage processes across systems, people, and organizations,

	providing...
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The Rough Guide to Romania 5 (Rough Guide Travel Guides)Rough Guides, 2008

	Make the most of your time with The Rough Guide to Romania, the ultimate guide to one of the most beautiful countries in Southeast Europe. The full-colour section introduces the country’s highlights, from the monumental Palace of Parliament in Bucharest to the majestic Bicaz gorges. Using informed accounts, clue-up on all the top sights...
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